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Abstract: The promise of latent variable models lies in their capacity to account for measurement error.
This promise has led researchers across many disciplines to use latent variable structural equation models
with little awareness of the assumptions of the reflective measurement model. But the choice of
measurement model carries implications about the structure of data and about data-construct
relationships: An incorrect model can change the meaning of the construct and render structural relations
uninterpretable. Through a series of hypothetical examples and an empirical re-analysis, I will demonstrate
the consequences that can arise when a common factor model is mis-applied. In particular, structural
model coefficients can be highly biased, and this bias can arise even when model fit is perfect. In some
situations, composite models (i.e., using sum scores to represent constructs) are more stable and less
biased. These demonstrations point to a need for model choice to be justified on substantive, theoretical
bases, in addition to statistical ones.
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